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INTRODUCTION

QCD lattice calculations [9] predict that, at sufficiently high

energy densities, hadronic matter undergoes a transition to a new phase

of matter, the quark-gluon plasma, in which quarks and gluons are decon-

fined over a relatively large volume. It has been suggested that colli-

sions between heavy nuclei at ultrarelativistic energies may produce the

energy densities, estimated to be greater than 2-3 GeV/fm3, necessary

for this ph?^e transition to occur. An important goal of the first

experiments with ultrarelativistic heavy-_on beams at the SPS accelera-

tor at CERN is to investigate the extent to which this suggestion is

correct. The primary experimental quantity used for estimating the

energy density is the transverse energy, E-p [10-12]. We present here

energies measured at zero degrees, together with transverse energy mea-

surements. Estimates of attained energy densities and preliminary

transverse momentum distributions of neutral products are also presented.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experimental arrangement of WA80 [13,14] is shown in Fig. 1.

It consists of the following detector systems: the Plastic Ball, sev-

eral charged-particle multiplicity arrays, the modular Mid-Rapidity

Calorimeter (MIRAC), SAPHIR (Single-Arm Photon Detector for Heavy-Ion

Reactions), the time-of-flight wall, and the Zero-Degree Calorimeter

(ZDC). In addition, the setup includes several, beam counters, a thin
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Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement of WA80.

(500 microns) aluminum spherical reaction chamber located inside the

Plastic Ball, and 5-cm-diameter carbon fiber/epoxy evacuated beam lines

of 500-micron nominal thickness. Great care was taken to keep all

extraneous material out of the reaction zone, resulting in negligible

background levels during target-out operation. Thin targets were used

to avoid significant contributions from secondary interactions. The

target thicknesses were 185.7 mg cm"2 of C, 200 mg cm"2 of Cu, and 250

mg era"2 of Au. The beam level was limited to less than 2 x 106

particles/SPS spill. The projectile energy was 200 GeV/nucleon during

about 75% of the beam time and 60 GeV/nucleon during the remaining 25%.

Some of the detector systems are described below.

The Plastic Ball [15] consists of 655 AE-E particle-identifying

detectors, where the AE counters are CaF2 crystals and the E counters

are plastic scintillators. The two types of counters are optically

coupled and read out by one photomultiplier. The signals are separated

by pulse shape discrimination. The coverage of the Plastic Ball is

such as to avoid the shadowing of downstream detectors. The resulting

pseudorapidity coverage is -1.7 < n < 1.3, corresponding essentially to

the rapidity region associated with target products. The device is



operated in a mode In which it identifies and measures the energy of

charged particles from protons through alphas, as well as positive pions.

The Plastic Ball serves the function of both a calorimeter and a multi-

plicity detector. It provides results that can be viewed as extensions

of the Plastic Ball Bevalac program, and its capability to identify

charged baryons in the rapidity region of -1.7 < n < 1.5 is unique.

Another unique feature of WA80 is the essentially complete 4n

coverage for the measurement of the multiplicity of charged particles

(pseudorapidity range -1.7 < n < 4.4). Beyond the range of the Plastic

Ball, this coverage is provided by a set of four c'larged-particle

multiplicity detectors, which are based on the Iarocr.i streamer tube

technology. The multiplicity arrays are (i) Large-Angle Multiplicity

Detector (LAM), located at 2.4 m from the target, covering the region

between 30° and 10° and consisting of 5664 pads; (ii) Mid-Rapidity

Multiplicity Detector (MIRAM), located at 6 m, covering the region from

13° to 0.9° and consisting of a double layer of 8192 pads each; and

(iii) Saphir Multiplicity Detector (SAM), located at 2.5 m, with A6 =

10° and AiJ) = 80° and consisting of 7200 pads. The two layers of MIRAM

are located in front of the Wall Calorimeter, and SAM is located in

front of SAPHIR.

Aside from generating charged-particle multiplicity data, the

multiplicity arrays constitute an important component of the prompt trig-

ger system. In audition, MIRAM data enhance the information deduced

from the Wall Calorimeter, and SAM measuremants are needed to help iden-

tify charged-particle-induced hadronic showers in SAPHIR.

Preliminary total charged-particle multiplicity distributions

obtained from 3.2-TeV ^ 0 reactions with C, Cu, and Au target nuclei

have been presented earlier [14]. The distributions shown in Ref. 14

have not been corrected for detector efficiency and for the effects of

observed secondary events. Final multiplicity distributions are not

available at rhis time. Indications are, however, that the fully cor-

rected distributions fad. 11 extend to significantly higher multiplicities

than the preliminary distributions shown earlier [14].

The ability to measure transverse energies is provided by MIRAC,

which consists of 30 stacks with each stack subdivided into six 20 x 20



cm2 towers. Each Cower consists of a lead/scinClllator electromagnetic

section of 15.6 radiation lengths (0.8 absorbtion lengths) and an

iron/scintillator hadronic section of 6.1 absorbtion lengths? MIRAC is

organized into five groups of six stacks, called six-picks, each with

dimensions of 1.3 x 1.2 m2. Four of the six-packs are arranged in a

wall around the beam axis at a distance of 6.5 m from the target and

with a 7.5 x 7.5 cm2 hole in the center to allow the beam to reach the

ZDC. The MIRAC wall has full azimuthal coverage from pseudorapidity, r|,

of 2.4 to 5.5 with partial coverage extending down to 2.0. The fifth

six-pack of MIRAC is placed next to the MIRAC wall, where it covers

approximately 10% of the azimuthal angles in the pseudorapidity interval

from 1.6 to 2.4. The measured a/E resolutions of the calorimeter are

14.2% for 10 GeV/c charged pions and 5.1% for 10 GeV electrons [16].

The ZDC is a 60 x 60 cm2 uranium/scintillator calorimeter divided

into an electromagnetic section of 20.5 radiation lengths and a hadronic

section of 9.6 absorption lengths. The ZDC is located 11 m from the

target and measures the energy of particles that pass through the beam

hole in MIRAC. This hole has an inscribed cone angle of 0.3 deg, corre-

sponding to TI > 6.0. The ZDC is a key component of the trigger system

and also an important measuring device from which the total energy of

projectile spectators and/or of the leading particles is obtained. The

resolution of the ZDC is 2.5% at 3.2 TeV and 4.5% at 0.96 TeV.

All energy data presented here were obtained under the minimum bias

condition. This condition is defined by the requirements that: (a) less

than 89% of the full projectile energy Is measured by the ZDC; and (b) at

least one charged particle is recorded by the multiplicity arrays in the

interval 1.7 < TI < 4.4.

ENERGY MEASUREMENTS AT ZERO DEGREES

An important aspect of nucleus-nucleus collisions is the nuclear

geometry, as determined by the relative sizes of target and projectile

nuclei. This is clearly seen in the ZDC spectra shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

At 200 A GeV, the 1 60 + 1 2C reaction has essentially no cross section

for events with ZDC energies Less than 800 GeV because, in a simple

participant-spectator picture, even in the most central collisions,

approximately four projectile spectator nucleons, each with an energy



of 200 GeV, proceed in the beam direction. In contrast to this, a pro-

nounced peak is seen at small ZDC energies in the spectrum from the

16 0 + 197 A u reaction. In this case, events with low ZDC energies result

from central collisions in which the oxygen projectile is engulfed by

the massive Au nucleus, resulting in the emission of only a few leading

particles at angles less than 0.3 deg. Furthermore, in this case, a

wide range of impact parameters gives rise to collisions in which the

entire projectile interacts with a nearly constant number of target

nucleons, thus producing the peak, at low ZDC energies.

200 A GeV 16O + A

WA80
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LU
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3.1.5 3. 0. 1.5

Energy in Zero Degree Caiorimeter (TeV)

Fig. 2. Energy spectra measured in the Zero-Degree
Calorimeter from reactions of 200 A GeV 1 6 0 projectiles with
various target nuclei. Histograms give the results of the
FRITIOF model [17].
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra measured in the Zero-Degree
Calorimeter from reactions of 6U A GeV 1 60 projectiles with
various target nuclei. Histograms give the results of the
FRITIOF model [17].

The nucleon-nucleon CM rapidity decreases from 3.0 at 200 A GeV to

2.4 at 60 A GeV. As a consequence, if there is no significant change

in the reaction mechanism, the bean hole in MIRAC results in a more

restricted ZDC coverage at the lower beam energy, and the measured energy

of the reaction participants is correspondingly lower. This is clearly

seen in the 60 A GeV ^ 0 + ^^Au spectrum shown in Fig. 3, which has an

even more pronounced peak, at the lowest energies. In the *• 0 + ^ C

reaction at this energy there are many evenizs with ZDC energies below

240 GeV, which corresponds to the energy of four projectile spectators.



These events may originate from central collisions in which the oxygen

projectile fragments with sufficient violence that one or more of the

projectile spectators has a pseudorapidity lower than 6 and is thereby

intercepted by M1RAC.

In an effort to isolate characteristic features of nucleus-nucleus

collisions (e.g., collective phenomena) from those that may be expected

on the basis of nucleon—nucleon or nucleon-nucleus collisions, we com-

pare measured quantities with calculations that reproduce data from

nucleon-induced reactions and that make predictions for nucleus-nucleus

reactions. While several models for this procedure are available, none

has as yet been demonstrated to have clear advantages over the others.

Consequently, we have chosen to make comparisons with the nucleus-nucleus

model (FRITIOF) [17], which is a generalization of the Lund hadron scat-

tering model [18]. Effects of detector acceptance and of trigger bias

have been included in all calculations shown in this work..

The absolute cross section predictions of the FRITIOF model are

shown as histograms in Figs. 2 and 3. The ZDC energy spectra are reason-

ably well reproduced by the calculation with only a slight tendency to

underpredict the observed cross sections at low ZDC energies. This

indicates that the model provides a good description of the impact-

parameter dependence of the longitudinal momentum transfer. For the

case of the 1 60 + 1 2C reaction at 60 A GeV, the discrepancy at low ZDC

energy is larger and is probably due to spectator fragmentation, which

is not included in the FRITIOF model.

TRANSVERSE ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

The transverse energy produced in the reaction is measured on an

event-by-event basis in MIRAC. The transverse energy is calculated as

E T = E-^Ei*sin(9i), where E^ and 9^ are the observed energy and the

effective angle of each element, respectively. Based on measurements of

the response of the calorimeter to electrons, pions, and protons of known

energies between 2 and 50 GeV, an iterative procedure has been developed

by means of which the nonprojective features of the calorimeter are

removed. The method is described in detail elsewhere [16].

The transverse energy distributions for 2.4 < n < 5.5 are shown in

Figs. 4 and 5. As in the case of the ZDC spectra, the transverse energy



spectra are strongly influenced by geometrical effects. The spectra for

the heaviest nuclei, Ag and Au, show a large "plateau" extending out to

100-120 GeV at 200 A GeV beam energy and to 40-45 GeV at 60 A GeV. The

Au spectra have a broad peak at the high-energy end of the plateau. This

peak is closely correlated with the low-energy peak in the ZDC spectra,

which clearly demonstrates that the peak in the &j distribution, corre-

sponding to low ZDC energies, originates from the most central collisions,

in which the entire projectile interacts with a nearly constant number

200 A GeV 16O + A

WA80 2.4 < n < 5.5

40 80 120 160 0 40 80 120 160

Transverse Energy (GeV)

Fig. 4. Transverse energy distributions measured in the
pseudorapidity range of 2.4 < n < 5.5 for 200 A GeV 1 6 0 projec-
tiles incident on targets of C, Cu, Ag, and Au. The experi-
mental results are presented with their statistical errors.
Histograms give the results of the FRITIOF model [17].
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Fig. 5. Transverse energy distributions measured in the
pseudorapidity range cf 2.4 < r\ < 5.5 for 60 A GeV 1 6 0 projec-
tiles incident on targets of C, Cus Ag, and Au. The experi-
mental results are presented with their statistical errors.
Histograms give the results of the FR1TI0F model [17].

of target nucieons. As the target becomes smaller, the peak, and the

plateau become less pronounced. For ^ 0 + ^ C , the E-p spectra have

shapes similar to those of the Ej spectra measured in proton-induced

reactions.

At 60 A GeV the high-energy tails of the E T distributions for Cu,

Ag, and Au targets almost coincide with one another at a value of

approximately 60 GeV. A similar observation for total energy measure-

ments at 15 A GeV has been attributed to the effect [19] of what is



sometimes referred to as "complete stopping." However, at our beam

energies, this finding is believed to be due to a combination of two

opposing effects. As the target mass or number of target participants

increases the maximum transverse energy increases. At the same time,

the rapidity of the effective CM system decreases, leading to decreased

coverage by MIRAC. Ac 60 A GeV these two effects tend to cancel each

other. In contrast, r.r ™ O A r^V >>.'= -> ?ase i- :--_ d>ti_..aces over the

decreasing coverage, resulting in a net increase of the observed trans-

verse energy. This demonstrates that the precise shapes of the observed

E'j- spectra are a sensitive function of the pseudorapidity region in

which they are measured. Thus, in measurements with coverage of the

lower pseudorapidity region, no peak has been seen at high E-j> for heavy

targets [20]. FRITIOF calculations are consistent with this observation.

The histograms in Figs. 4 and 5 are the results of FRITIOF calcula-

tions. For all targets and projectile energies the model underestimates

the observed transverse energy production by 15% to 25%.

ENERGY DENSITIES

The attained energy density, £Q > is one of the key quantities that

relates to the probability of quark-gluon plasma formation. We estimate

E 0 from the fol\owing formula which is based on the work of Bjorken [10]

and which is similar to that used by Burnett et al. [11].

1 dE T

( 0

Here x0
 w a s taken to be 1 fm/c, and the sharp—surface electron-scattering

value of 3.0 fm was used for R, the radius of 1 6 0 [21]. Rapidity was

replaced by pseudorapidity, and an interval of 2.4 < r| < 4.0 was used.

Values of e0 obtained by this prescription are believed to be under-

estimates of true energy densities attained [22]. Results are shown in

Fig. 6 for 0 + Au. It can be seen that the £Q distribution extends to

1.5 GeV/fm3 at 60 A GeV and as high as 3.5 GeV/fm3 at 200 A GeV, reach-

ing, in this case, the region of energy densities that are believed to

be required for the formation of the quark-gluon plasma.
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Fig. 6. Energy density distributions for 60 A GeV and
200 A GeV 1 60 + Au reactions as obtained from Eq. 1 (see
text).

SAPHIR MEASUREMENTS

The SAPHIR detector has been designed to investigate one of the

promising signatures of the formation of QGP, the production of direct

photons. Several production mechanisms have been considered. These

include quark-antiquark annihilation, quark-gluon Compton scattering,

and the quark matter equivalent of bremsstrahlung. It is believed that

the direct photon spectrum is related to the temperature of the QGP. In

order to be able to determine the spectrum of direct photons, the detec-

tor has to be capable of identifying the large background of photons

from the decay of neutral pions and eta mesons. This can only be

achieved by the reconstruction of the decaying—meson events, and the

high-granularity SAPHIR is, therefore, also an excellent detector for

the measurement of reutral pion spectra. It consists of 1278 active

lead-glass modules, each of dimensions 3.5 x 3.5 x 46 cm, arranged to

cover an area of 98.0 x 171.5 cm2. The center of the front surface of



the detector is located at 3.12 m from the target and at 20° with

respect to the beam direction, covering an approximate pseudorapidity

range of 1.5 < r| < 2.1. The energy resolution o(E)/E is (6.0//(E/GeV) +

0.4)%; the position resolution is better than 5 mm; and the TC° recon-

struction efficiency rises from 20-30% at low (0.2-0.3 GeV/c) values of

the pion transverse momentum, px, to about 80% at 2 GeV/c and about 90%

at 6 GeV/c. At still larger values of px, the n 0 efficiency decreases.

The it0 mass resolution a(M)/M is about 6=5%.

Among the preliminary quantities of interest extracted from SAPHIR

are the average values of the transverse momentum of neutral pions,

<PT>1lO , and the slopes of the neutral transverse momentum uistributions,

dN/dpT« Figure 7 shows an example of a neutral pf spectrum for 80K

central collision events selected by requiring a low energy in the ZDC

(<10% of beam energy). Results of FRITIOF calculations are also shown.

They are found to deviate significantly from the data. The slope parame-

ter, Teff, for an exponential parametrization is about 125 MeV in the Px

range below 0.5 GeV/c and about 250 MeV for px values above 1 GeV/c.

A similar increase in the high-px component has been observed in the

analysis of U® spectra from act reactions as compared to pp reactions at

the CERN ISR [23]. As reported by Blaizot [24], the collective hydro-

dynamic expansion of compressed hadronic matter may play a significant

role in explaining the flattening p-j distributions at high p-p. While

FRITIOF model results can be well described by T e f f « 160 MeV for all

multiplicities and for 0 + nucleus as well as p + nucleus reactions, an

increase with charged-particle multiplicity of ~10% is observed in our

measurements, and Che p + nucleus slope parameters appear to be ~20%

below those for 0 + nucleus reactions. In order to estimate the average

PX of Ti0 for central collisions, we make the rather plausible assump-

tions that (a) only u° decay contributes significantly to the photon

spectrum and that (b) the it" originates from a thermal source at fire-

ball rapidity. This results in a <Px>u° value of 500 MeV/c for 0 + Au

for pT(photon) > 1 GeV/c. The FRITIOF model result is 370 MeV/c for

both 0 + Au and p + Au reactions.
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In summary, the WA80 experimental arrangement has been described»

Results have been presented from reactions of 60 A GeV and 200 A GeV

0 projectiles with various target nuclei. Energy measurements for

TI > 6.0 and E T distributions for 2.4 < r\ < 5.5 were shown. The role of

geometrical considerations in nucleus-nucleus collisions was stressed.

Preliminary results on transverse momentum distributions of neutral

products have been presented. Estimates of energy densities have been

made. We conclude that conditions required for the formation of the

quark-gluon plasma may have been achieved in some of the most central

collisions in the L 60 + Au case at 200 A GeV.

We appreciate the excellent work of the accelerator divisions of

CERN, GSI, and LBL, which has resulted in the development and delivery

of the oxygen beams used in this work.
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